Dear Sirs,

A theater company "Allthing Ltd." invites you to take part in the two-day international multi-disciplinary conference on alternative history of human species, old magic, scientific and technological progress.

Conference will be held 22-24 February 2014
Venue: Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
Address: 12 Bloomsbury Square,, WC1 A2LP
City: London (UK)

This two day gathering will explore the concept of Biblical Nephilim, ancient Tribal Migrations, Psychic Activity, High Crystal Art, Fashion, UFO's, Orgone, Radical Anthropology, and the Mystery Religions of Old.

In this respect, it does Allthing the deepest honour to announce that David Parry will convene an international panel of experts, composed of the Reverend Jim Wilhelmsen (renowned author of Beyond Science Fiction), radical investigator Kendall Ray Morgan, former BBC journalist Vladimir Weidemann, author Steve Ash on the Nibelung and Hurian riddle, poet Darren Storer, never forgetting the noted researcher Andrew Gough; along with celebrity guests Andrew Collins and our old friend Klaus Dona.
Programme of the Conference:

Day 1. 22 February. Saturday

2.00. Opening of the Conference.
*David Perry*: “Laudatio”

“Biblical perspectives regarding the Nephilim, bloodlines, and the Great Flood”

14.00. Lunch

15.00. *Andrew Collins* (UK).
“The Nephilim: forgotten Race of the neolithic revolution?”

16.30. Coffee break

17.00. *Vladimir Wiedemann* (Estonia).
“Human ancestry in terms of the New Anthropology”

“One, we were Giants…”

Day 2. 23 February. Sunday

10.00. *Klaus Dona* (Austria).
“Artefacts of Lost Civilizations”

11.30. Coffee break

12.00. *Andrew Gough* (UK).
”The Hidden Hive of History”

13.30. Lunch

“Nibelung and Hurrian riddle”

16.00. Coffee break

“Crystall Sculls and the UFO phenomenon”

18.00. Closing Ceremony
Tickets and Booking:

Tickets are priced at GBP 50 for the whole weekend, or GBP 25 per day.

Refreshments will be available. Children, as is the case at all of our open events, may attend free of charge.

Book now through our PayPal address gruntlerstheatre@gmail.com to reserve your place. Alternatively, payment may be made by money transfer to:

Allthing Ltd.
Bank: NatWest
Account Nr.: 23681500
Sort Code: 600534

A limited number of tickets will be available on the door.
The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators may equally be contacted on 020 7421 7444

Additional Services around the Conference:

— Sightseeing Tours and Excursions (including Mystical London)

— Booking of Hotels, Restaurants, Cultural Events, Transportation etc.

— Shopping Guide (all goods and sexes), London Bookstores and Art Fairs

— Transfer: Airport – Hotel – Airport

Special services to trace ones Family Tree, as well as ones genetic lineage (DNA-genealogy). As in the days of Noah, those interested should contact the organisers directly.

Head of Organisers Board, Director, Allthing Ltd. UK:
Mr David Parry: E-mail: dparry777@hotmail.com, Tel.: 0044 778 906 2519
Appendix: Speakers and Themes

The Rev. Jim Wilhelmsen — currently lives in Detroit, Michigan (USA). Evangelical Minister, Counselor, Author and investigative researcher. He was the Founder of the first Christian Bikers group in the USA, previously had a Ministry in Roswell, and is the author of a bestselling book "Beyond Science Fiction".

“Biblical perspectives regarding the Nephilim, bloodlines, and the Great Flood”

The Genesis 6 account of events leading to the global destruction by the flood is probably one of the most important events to understand in the Bible. This importance comes from the fact that we are also warned that in the last days these same events would reappear again. Important as this is, there is great controversy with unclear understandings as to what exactly did happen. In today's information highway of the Internet, almost everyone has heard of the Nephilim with much historical and Archaeological evidence of Giants. But, have you ever heard of the Gibbowr? They are also included in the cast of characters. Are they different from the Nephilim? Just who are these two groups and what important role did they play in human events? Rev Jim Wilhelmsen a biblical scholar in his own right has held fast to the Biblical account but has also considered the raw data presented from the occult to meld a picture quite different than what is commonly known or understood by the church or the occult and everything in between. Missing elements to this story such as a hollow earth and a blood line of Cain's descendants are important factors that must be added to this story to have a total picture of what happened. From this knowledge a connection can be made to recent history and a possible projection to future events. Jim will share his findings with you that could only be made by having an open mind to all real evidence and truths.

Andrew Collins — Independent author and researcher who has specialized in the Nephilim on a historic, as well as mythic, level. His passion is to explore alternative paths in human development. He lives in the South of England.

“The Nephilim: forgotten Race of the neolithic revolution?”

The origins of the Nephilim, and their connection to Göbekli Tepi and the birth of civilization. Everything you need to know about this 12,000 year old complex in SE Turkey, including its astronomical alignments, and connections with the Watchers of the book of Enoch, the Anunnaki of Sumerian tradition and the Solutrean peoples of Europe. I wrote a book called "From the Ashes of Angels" (1996), which showed that the Watchers and Nephilim of the book of Enoch were a memory of a forgotten race that kickstarted the Neolithic revolution in SE Turkey, the exact place
where Gobekli Tepe was then found. In May 2014 my new book, entitled "Gobekli Tepe: Genesis of the Gods", which also features the Watchers and Nephilim, is published. Its subtitle is "The Temple of the Watchers and the Discovery of Eden". I have also worked with a band called Fields of the Nephilim, writing the section of the band's website on the historical veracity of the Watchers and Nephilim, as well as other work with the band leader Carl McCoy.

**Vladimir Wiedemann** — born in Estonia, currently lives in London (UK). He is an author and former BBC journalist in Germany. Co-author of the futuristic collection "Posthumanity" (under the editorship of Mikhail Khodorkovsky). His books on magic and oriental mysticism are bestsellers in Estonia and Russia.

**“Human ancestry in terms of the New Anthropology”**

New Anthropology is a new research direction based on a multidisciplinary approach. The basis of this approach is based on the latest data of DNA-genealogy, archeology and paleo-psychology. As recent studies show, humanity is not monolithic in its origin, integrating in itself different humanoid populations. Are the Nephilim just one of these ancient populations? Do we have any heritage of the Nephilim in our genetics, and if “yes” how it might be detected? We will show you how the resettlement of humanity on the planet can be corrected with epicenters of ancient cultures and how magic of our direct and indirect ancestors affects motivation and behavior of modern people.

**Darrer Storer** — a well known English psychic, poet, and media personality, one of the rising starts of psychic research.

**“Once, we were Giants…”**

As a child my interest was aroused on this subject via an unlikely source – Arthur C Clarke’s ‘Mysterious Worlds’ …I had seen the television programme …bought the book …but wasn’t satisfied ….it seemed to me there was something not being said , and I wondered why ? . Back then , in the 70’s ..there wasn’t a lot of material available ..even in the local library .. on the subject and even rooting through those second hand book shops that I could reach proved to be frustrating – a situation that was made more so by the fact I was ‘psychic ‘ . Nearly forty years later , I finally came to a theory of sorts . It is just a theory , I can’t offer any proof or evidence to back this up , it’s merely a vision ..of sorts ..that comes now and again and seems to repeat itself ,as if a message of sorts and has often been reflected in those poems and books I have written.
**Klaus Dona** — comes from the art world. As Art Exhibition Curator for the Habsburg Haus of Austria, Klaus has organized exhibitions worldwide. With this background his approach to archeology is unconventional. He has traveled the world in search of unique and unexplained findings. Intrepid and unrelenting, he is on a mission to bring to the eye of the public such finds as giant bones, crystal skulls, carvings and sculptures in forms that do not fit into the contemporary view of our timeline.

**“Artefacts of Lost Civilizations”**

A spiritual archeologist over the last few years, drawing on his recent digs in Latin America, as well as his thought provoking speculations on the Bosnian Pyramids. His interest is in lost civilizations. He believes there have been a number of civilizations before us and points to unexplained artifacts in his innumerable interviews.

**Andrew Gogh** — currently lives in Turkey. He is a well known author, independent researcher, Earth Mystic, and celebrity speaker at WEIRD, Glastonbury, as well as Megalithmania

**”The Hidden Hive of History: the Sacred Bee”**

The Hidden Hive of History explores a sacred tradition that has existed for over 100 million years and which reveals new insights into Atlantis, the fabled labyrinth of Knossos, the Sphinx and much more. It explores the foundation of religion, politics, the Illuminati and the mysterious seafarers who became the drug lords of the ancient world and rulers of souls in the afterlife. It is about the honeybee, which, Andrew argues, is the real lost tradition and the forgotten god of the ancients. Veneration of the Sacred Bee is an esoteric tradition shared by civilisations of all epochs, including the Sumerians, Egyptians, Minoans, Greeks and Mayans. The diminutive creature’s many life-affirming by-products ensured that it was deified across the ancient world, yet somehow its importance has been forgotten, despite the fact that the United States of America is founded on its principals, as is freemasonry, politics and many esoteric concepts. Today, the Sacred Bee appears to be dying. Can it be saved, and if so, what can we learn from history’s greatest ‘lost tradition’?

**Steve Ash** — British author, political activist, and practicing Cabalistic magician.

**“Nibelung and Hurrian riddle”**

The talk will consist of a scholarly exploration of the historical concept of the Nephilim, which reveals a radically new perspective linking them to the ancient Mysteries of the Hurrians. An origin that may extend back to the most ancient pre-Sumerian cultures of Anatolia and forward to the origin of the Nibelung.
Kendall Ray Morgan — I work with the Earth energies and the Supernatural, the indigenous Elders from all over the planet know and recognize me including the Hawaïin people, giving me access to very special places others can not go as I am also an amateur archaeologist. The treasure is there and waiting for me to come and get it out of the ground...

“Crystall Sculls and the UFO phenomenon”

NO one and I mean NO one the planet has spent more time with more ancient crystal skulls than me, and no one else has the archaeological evidence of an ancient crystal skull being found at a pre columbian site, and I have the Maya contact for the Maya codex showing the ancient crystal skulls and other pre columbian proof from 14th century manuscript, and have the only Nephilim/Anunaki crystal skull ever found so not sure what your going to be having as present material at your conference so let me know if I fit in anywhere, cosmic blessings.

Contacts:

Head of Organisers Board, Director, Allthing Ltd. UK: 
Mr David Parry — E-mail: dparry777@hotmail.com — Tel.: 0044 778 906 2519

The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators — Tel.: 0044 7421 7444

For more information: Allthing: https://www.facebook.com/AEuropeanAlting?fref=ts